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Introduction of KOEM

• Established in 1987

• Mainly manufactures automatic winding machines for capacitor and lithium battery

• Exported over 50 companies in overseas as well as supplying more than 30 companies in Korea

• Has been supplying over 1500 sets of machines including automatic winding machine, assembly machine, testing machine and etc.

• Obtained over 20 patents in domestic and overseas.
Winders for Capacitor
Winding Machines for AC Film Capacitor

KS933A
Automatic Winding Machine for Super Capacitor E.D.L.C (Electrolytic Double Layer Capacitor)

KS-2260A
Automatic Winding Machine for Capacitor (Hybrid Cars)

KS-958HB
Windiers for Lithium Battery
Winding Machine for Li-ion Battery
Winding Machine for Li-ion Battery
Winding Machine for Li-Polymer Battery
Battery for EV
Awards

- Plaque of thank from SAMSUNG SDI (Best equipment) in May 2006
- Top hundred superiority companies in Korea in Sep 2008
- Special prize for Equipment Renovation Competition from SAMSUNG SDI in NOV 2008
Awards

- Received the Korea Suk Top Order of Industrial Service Merit from the President of Korea

May 2009, at the Presidential Mansion
Questions?
Thank You!!!